
MOTORIZED SBU FLIES BELOW 
AFGHAN AIRFIELD

Left: Robbins Field Service guided the  
SBU-M to a breakthrough just 0.2 inches (5 
mm) low and 1.0 inch (25 mm) to the right.  
Above:  A 48 inch (1.2 m) diameter Robbins 
Motorized SBU and ABM were the first such 
equipment used in Afghanistan.

M any of today’s trenchless projects are 
in challenging conditions, but com-

pleting a crossing in a war zone adds a new 
wrinkle to the situation.  Rocket strikes and 
unexploded ordinance buried in the bore 
path were very real possibilities at the Kilo 
Culvert, recently completed using a Rob-
bins Motorized Small Boring Unit (SBU-M) 
on August 16, 2011.  
       The 420 ft (128 m) long crossing is 
below the taxiway at Afghanistan’s Bagram 
Air Force Base.  The crossing is part of an 
extensive drainage plan designed by CH2M-
Hill for the Army Corps of Engineers.  When 
rain or runoff from the snowy mountains 
drain into the valley occupied by the base, 
the dry clays of the area do not absorb the 
water, leaving potential hazards around 
the 2 mile (3.2 km) long runway.  The Kilo 
Culvert will divert water into nearby Coyote 
Creek.
       A crew of three Robbins field service 
personnel was onsite throughout the proj-
ect, assisting Turkish sub-contractor Yuksel 
in the construction of the crossing section 
below the runway. “We launched the ma-
chine in less than a month.  They swept the 
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area for mines prior to construction, but 
detection is only accurate to about 4 ft 
(1.2 m) deep, whereas our pit was 
10 ft (3.0 m) deep,” said Scott Fisher, 
Field Service Consultant.  Though there 
was significant reason for caution, no 
mines were detected during excavation.
       Field service personnel managed 
the setup, maintenance, and operation 
of the SBU-M and Auger Boring Machine 
(ABM).  Due to the very dry clay material 
with little rock, Yuksel selected a 48 inch 
(1.2 m) diameter SBU-M with soft ground 
cutterhead--other types of cutterheads 
are available for both hard rock and 
mixed ground conditions.   
       “I worked on the project every day 
for six weeks, and I was able to double 
production to 5 inches (130 mm) per min-
ute.  When the machine holed through, 
the bore was surveyed and it finished 
only 0.2 inches (5 mm) low and 1.0 in 
(25 mm) to the right over 400 ft,” said 
Matt Weaver, Robbins Field Service Tech-
nician.  The specifications for the project 
stated a much larger allowance of up to  
4 inches off line and grade.  

Below the waters of China’s Zhanjiang Bay, a new Slurry 
TBM is ramping up for excavation.  An acceptance 

ceremony for the 6.26 m (20.5 ft) diameter Robbins TBM 
was held in Shanghai, China in June 28, 2011.  Onsite testing 
of the machine, for contractor Guangdong No. 2 Hydropower 
Engineering Co., Ltd, began in mid-September 2011.  
        The Slurry TBM was shipped to the jobsite and lowered 
down a 28 m (92 ft) deep shaft to excavate the 2.7 km 
(1.6 mi) long Zhanjiang Bay Cross-Sea Tunnel. The tunnel, 
with up to 60 m (200 ft) of overburden, is part of a larger 
fresh water transfer project that will draw from the nearby Ji-
anjiang River to supply a new steel plant on Dong Hai Island.  
An abbreviated back-up system is being used due to limited 
site space, allowing the machine to begin boring with umbili-
cal cables connected to gantries at the surface. 
       “This machine has been designed by Robbins and 
MHI-MS, and assembled by us with components from both 
companies. It is our entry into the Slurry market-- the first 

machine of this type manufactured by Robbins,” said David 
Han, Project Manager.  Robbins, in addition to component 
supply and assembly, will provide local support throughout 
excavation, while Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Mechatronics 
Systems, Ltd. (MHI-MS) has provided some components and 
engineering for both the TBM and back-up.
       The high-powered Robbins machine features 20 thrust 
cylinders for a total thrust of 46,000 kN (10.3 million lb)—a 
feature needed due to the 6 bar of water pressure expected 
in the bay.  A mixed ground cutterhead with hard facing 
is fitted with interchangeable knife-edge bits that can be 
switched out for disc cutters in geology including coarse, 
abrasive sand, gravel, and silt.   
       Once complete, twin pipelines will provide fresh water to 
the Baosteel Plant, a large company with 20,000 employees.  
The water supply project is part of a plan by the Chinese 
government to improve the quality and output of steel in 
Guangdong Province.  
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The 6.26 m (20.5 ft) diameter Robbins Slurry TBM is excavating a new water transfer tunnel below China’s Zhanjiang Bay.
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New Robbins operator’s cabs incorporate 
touch screens and wireless routers to inte-
grate and access data from anywhere on the 
TBM, or from locations on the surface.  

guidance systems are all accessible 
and adjustable via the screens.  
         The touch screen design is also 
more reliable than previously used 
indicator lamps for system faults, 
which could fail during tunneling and 
leave the operator to run the machine 
blindly until the lamp was replaced.           
       There is an added benefit due to 
the system integration and ethernet 
connection--all data can be trans-
mitted to the surface via fiber optic 
cables for viewing. “Ultimately, this 
means that we could, if necessary, 
patch in our Engineering Department 
to assist in troubleshooting directly,” 
said Chorley. 
       The efficient operator’s cabs 
are now in use on multiple TBMs in 
China and Malaysia, and are set to 
become the standard on all Robbins 
machines.  “We are highly impressed 
with the new cabs,” said one design 
engineer at Malaysia’s Pahang Selan-
gor Raw Water Tunnel. “It seems like 
Robbins is always at the forefront 
of developing new systems such as 
these.”  

New, streamlined operator’s cab 
designs aren’t just for looks. 

Electrical engineers have updated 
the cabs in recent Robbins TBMs 
with state-of-the art industrial com-
puter systems and wireless routers.  
The routers allow for laptop access 
to control systems from any location 
on the TBM.
       “Without a wireless network, 
the PLC technician is limited in his 
troubleshooting capability. He relies 
on radios or other methods of com-
munications between personnel on 
the machine and his work station to 
tell him what is happening. With the 
wireless network the PLC tech can 
actually take his laptop alongside 
the equipment we are testing,” said 
Steve Chorley, International Field 
Service Manager.   
          Integrated touch screens are 
another feature of the cab designs.  
Dual Central Processing Units
(CPUs) provide both an operating
and standby system for machine
control, while Closed-Circuit Televi-
sion (CCTV), data logging, and laser

Left: The 6.3 m (20.7 ft) diameter Robbins 
EPB was launched at Baku Metro’s Line 3 on 
August 22, 2011.  
Above: The EPB is custom-designed for the 
ground conditions with independent foam 
injection on the cutterhead, resulting in less 
abrasive wear and smooth muck flow.  

On August 22, 2011, construction 
of Baku, Azerbaijan’s third metro 

line got a jump start with the launch of 
a Robbins EPB. The 6.3 m (20.7 ft) di-
ameter TBM for contractor Azerkorpu 
is one of two EPB machines excavat-
ing parallel 3.5 km (2.2 mi) tunnels 
approximately 15 m (50 ft) apart.  
       The capital city Baku is home to 
1.7 million people and is known for its 
chronically clogged city streets. Im-
proved transportation infrastructure is 
a country-wide initiative in Azerbaijan, 
where the economy is rapidly growing 
due to substantial oil reserves.   “Azer-
baijan is poised to become one of the 
richest countries in the world.  There 
is no doubt that with the increase in 
economic interest in Azerbaijan the 
population will soon outgrow the al-
ready outdated and undersized trans-
portation infrastructure,” said Evan 
Brinkerhoff, Robbins Field Service 
Superintendent.  
       So far, the ground has consisted 
of full-face clay, similar to London blue 
clay, with no appreciable ground water, 
pebbles or soil.  “The material is sticky, 
and our initial advance is limited be-
cause the pit size is only long enough 
to muck out with one car.  We fully 

expect that the machine performance 
will improve shortly,” said Brinkerhoff. 
       As the TBM mines, it is placing 
5+1 universal concrete segments us-
ing Robbins-supplied segment plant.  
Muck is being stored in separate stor-
age stations for each TBM, and is then 
trucked away during the day.  
       The Robbins machine features a 
mixed ground cutterhead with carbide 
bits that are interchangeable with 
disc cutters depending on the geol-
ogy.  Four independent foam injection 
points in the cutterhead evenly con-
solidate the face in the ground condi-
tions.  The design results in decreased 
cutterhead wear and a smooth flow of 
muck into the mixing chamber.  
       The new metro line 3, for owner 
Metrostroy Azerbaijan, will connect to 
the existing Line 1 as well as a new bus 
station.  The EPBs are excavating two 
sections connecting Cavadxan Station 
and Avtovagzal station sites.  Upon 
completion of the first leg, the ma-
chines will continue on to excavate be-
tween the Memar Ajami-2 station and 
an as-yet-unnamed station located 
near the Azerbaijani Defense Ministry’s 
hospital.  The stations are expected to 
open in 2013.  

MOScOW METRO EPBS 
WILL MOW THROUGH 
MIXED GROUND

Mixed ground machines are gearing 
up to excavate a new line of Mos-
cow, Russia’s metro system. A 6.6 m    
(21.6 ft) diameter Robbins EPB with 
mixed ground cutterhead will exca-
vate urban rail tunnels for contractor 
Engeocom. The excavation will com-
prise sections of tunnel between new 
station sites in downtown Moscow. 
       The machine will excavate two 
2 km (1.2 mi) long portions of tun-
nel through clay, sand, pebbles, and 
limestone beginning in May 2012.  
       Robbins engineers will also be 
rebuilding a CAT EPB and designing 
a customized mixed ground cutter-
head with 17-inch disc cutters and 
carbide bits for the same metro line.   
       The two machines will utilize 
continuous conveyors, each 2 km  
(1.2 mi) long, for efficient muck 
removal, in addition to a 40 m         
(130 ft) vertical conveyor and stacker 
conveyor.    
       The Robbins TBM and cutter-
head   will both be built in the Rob-
bins Solon, Ohio facility and will be 
shipped to a port in St. Petersburg, 
Russia for transport to the site.         
       Construction of the tunnels is 
part of over 50 km (31 mi) of new 
metro lines that are being planned 
for the city of Moscow, which is 
known for its traffic gridlock.  Com-
pletion of these new lines is sched-
uled for 2018.
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ARcHIVE OF WEBINARS A          
RESOURcE FOR THE INDUSTRy

O ver the past two years, Robbins 
has been building an archive of 

webinars on developments in the TBM 
industry--covering everything from EPB 
design to ground support to Onsite First 
Time Assembly (OFTA).  Presenters 
include Robbins Vice Presidents Brian 
Khalighi and Dean Workman, and Presi-
dent Lok Home.  
       Viewers can watch each presentation 
in an easy-to-follow format with stream-
ing video of each presenter, followed by a 
Q & A session.  More webinars are being 
added throughout the year, with a new 
webinar on effective ground conditioning 
for EPBs scheduled for later in 2011.  
       The free and educational 60-minute 
webinars are all being hosted online at 
the following location:

http://tunnellingjournal.com/webinar/
webinar-archives/

View a webinar on Onsite First Time Assem-
bly (OFTA, pictured above at the Niagara 
Tunnel Project) as well as webinars on TBM 
cutters, conveyors, and ground support on a 
free online archive.  

ROBBINS OPERATOR’S cABS 
GO WIRELESS

ROBBINS EPB ROARS TO LIFE IN 
AZERBAIJAN

MONTANA MAIN BEAM 
TO DIG MINE TUNNELS

Stillwater Mine, the largest platinum 
and palladium mine in the U.S., is 
unique in that it uses TBMs for much 
of its development work.  Two TBMs 
have been used at the large mine in 
Montana, including a 4.6 m (15 ft) 
diameter Robbins Main Beam that 
began excavating reef access tunnels 
at the East Boulder site in 2001.  
       To extend the life of the mine, a 
new exploratory bore is ramping up, 
consisting of a 7.0 km (4.4 mi) tunnel 
at the Blitz site.  A 5.5 m (18.0 ft) di-
ameter Robbins Main Beam TBM will 
excavate the tunnel through gabbro 
rock up to 110 MPa (16,000 psi) UCS, 
allowing the mine to map the reef.  
       The unique TBM is equipped with 
both roof/probe drills and core drills. 
Prior to each machine push, core 
samples will be taken 150 m (500 ft) 
to the left of the bore (towards the 
reef), 150 m (500 ft) directly ahead 
of the machine, and at a 45 degree 
angle.  The TBM alignment will then 
be adjusted, keeping a separation 
between the reef and the tunnel.
       Rock support, depending on the 
ground conditions, may range from 
ring beams, shotcrete, and rock bolts 
to McNally crown support consisting 
of continuous steel slats.  
       The Robbins machine is currently 
being assembled at the Solon, Ohio 
manufacturing facility, and is sched-
uled to begin excavation in May 2012.
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area for mines prior to construction, but 
detection is only accurate to about 4 ft 
(1.2 m) deep, whereas our pit was 
10 ft (3.0 m) deep,” said Scott Fisher, 
Field Service Consultant.  Though there 
was significant reason for caution, no 
mines were detected during excavation.
       Field service personnel managed 
the setup, maintenance, and operation 
of the SBU-M and Auger Boring Machine 
(ABM).  Due to the very dry clay material 
with little rock, Yuksel selected a 48 inch 
(1.2 m) diameter SBU-M with soft ground 
cutterhead--other types of cutterheads 
are available for both hard rock and 
mixed ground conditions.   
       “I worked on the project every day 
for six weeks, and I was able to double 
production to 5 inches (130 mm) per min-
ute.  When the machine holed through, 
the bore was surveyed and it finished 
only 0.2 inches (5 mm) low and 1.0 in 
(25 mm) to the right over 400 ft,” said 
Matt Weaver, Robbins Field Service Tech-
nician.  The specifications for the project 
stated a much larger allowance of up to  
4 inches off line and grade.  

Below the waters of China’s Zhanjiang Bay, a new Slurry 
TBM is ramping up for excavation.  An acceptance 

ceremony for the 6.26 m (20.5 ft) diameter Robbins TBM 
was held in Shanghai, China in June 28, 2011.  Onsite testing 
of the machine, for contractor Guangdong No. 2 Hydropower 
Engineering Co., Ltd, began in mid-September 2011.  
        The Slurry TBM was shipped to the jobsite and lowered 
down a 28 m (92 ft) deep shaft to excavate the 2.7 km 
(1.6 mi) long Zhanjiang Bay Cross-Sea Tunnel. The tunnel, 
with up to 60 m (200 ft) of overburden, is part of a larger 
fresh water transfer project that will draw from the nearby Ji-
anjiang River to supply a new steel plant on Dong Hai Island.  
An abbreviated back-up system is being used due to limited 
site space, allowing the machine to begin boring with umbili-
cal cables connected to gantries at the surface. 
       “This machine has been designed by Robbins and 
MHI-MS, and assembled by us with components from both 
companies. It is our entry into the Slurry market-- the first 

machine of this type manufactured by Robbins,” said David 
Han, Project Manager.  Robbins, in addition to component 
supply and assembly, will provide local support throughout 
excavation, while Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Mechatronics 
Systems, Ltd. (MHI-MS) has provided some components and 
engineering for both the TBM and back-up.
       The high-powered Robbins machine features 20 thrust 
cylinders for a total thrust of 46,000 kN (10.3 million lb)—a 
feature needed due to the 6 bar of water pressure expected 
in the bay.  A mixed ground cutterhead with hard facing 
is fitted with interchangeable knife-edge bits that can be 
switched out for disc cutters in geology including coarse, 
abrasive sand, gravel, and silt.   
       Once complete, twin pipelines will provide fresh water to 
the Baosteel Plant, a large company with 20,000 employees.  
The water supply project is part of a plan by the Chinese 
government to improve the quality and output of steel in 
Guangdong Province.  
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The 6.26 m (20.5 ft) diameter Robbins Slurry TBM is excavating a new water transfer tunnel below China’s Zhanjiang Bay.
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